RULES ONBOARD
For all passengers comfort the following rules exists.
1. Alcohol on board
Alcohol bought on board consumed in public spaces will be confiscated. Try out the wide selection of
beverages in the bars.
2. Parties in the cabins and loudspeakers
Loudspeakers are only allowed in the cabins.
3. Keep the sound level reasonable
Decrease the sound level if the guards, group leaders or your neighbors ask you to so.
4. Silence from 06.00 to 10.00
In the cabin compartments it should be silent from 06.00 to 10.00 to al low passengers to rest. If you
want to party go to the bar/disco. On the 18th and 20th of November stricter times of silence apply.
5. Lights and sprinklers
Lights and sprinklers are necessary safety equipment. It is forbidden to cover, dismantle or in any other
way to make these out of order.
6. Be careful with the sprinklers
The sprinklers are sensitive to shocks, if they go of it will result in a very expensive work to restore the
cabin.
7. Smoking is only allowed in marked areas
8. Smoking is not allowed in the cabins or on the dance floor.
If you smoke in non-marked areas you will be fined. If you smoke in your cabin, you will be fined per bed
and/or per person in cabin due to restoring the cabins.
9. Clean your cabin before arrival at your destination
10. All passengers in one cabin share the responsibility for the cabin.
If your cabin is damaged all passengers in it share responsibility and will share the cost for repairs and
cleaning.
11. Don't damage anything on board
All damage will result in liability and will be reported to the police.
12. In severe cases
In severe cases of misbehavior passengers may be put ashore in nearest harbor and surrendered to the
police. The passenger has to arrange the return trip.
13. Do not bring food and alcohol on board
Please do not bring food and alcohol on board. It may be confiscated.
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